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Abstract

4

A massively parallel solver for the Navier-Stokes
equations is presented. The solution is achieved explicitly by marching the time dependent Navier-Stokes
equations using the four stage Runge-Kutta method.
Roe's approximate Riemann solver is used to upwind
the fluxes. The code uses unstructured grids with
hexagonal, prismatic or tetrahedral cells. The algorithm
includes a directional adaption capability according to
momentum gradients. The computational results show
good agreement with the exact solution of a laminar
boundary layer even in cases where relatively few cells
are allocated in the viscous region. Good agreement is
also obtained with transonic flow over over a two dimensional airfoil and a three dimensional delta wing.
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Introduction

The advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
combined with the increased availability of computers
means CFD will play a major role in the future design of
aircraft. Using CFD as part of the design cycle reduces
the the risk and design time, and opens new design oPtions.
The complexity of the configurations, as well the
harsh flow regimes for modern aircraft increases the dem a d on new computers. Currently the Performance
of conventional vector machines is leveling off and introduction of new versions of these machines results in
only modest improvement in performance.
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A breakthrough in computer performance is possible,
as has been demonstrated in the last years [I], by using
the massively parallel machines 121. Massively parallel
computers use very large number of processors operating simultaneously in either SIMD (Single Instruction
Multiple Data), MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data) or a combination of the two.
The availability of massively parallel machines in the
market created a need for software which is capable
of taking advantage of the new technology. Several
problems arise when an efficient implementation on a
massively parallel machine is sought. The most time
consuming part of a massively parallel computation is
the interprocessor communication rather than floating
point operations [3]. An effort must be directed, thus,
to more efficient communication. An efficient treatment
of boundary conditions is mandatory in massively parallel applications. Typically only a small portion of the
processors are active during boundary conditions implementation while the rest are idle. This causes the
process to be inefficient, and can significantly decrease
the advantage of using massively parallel machines.
A large part of the total turnaround time, for a typical complex geometry computation, is dedicated to grid
generation. Efficient conventional structured grid generation for a complex geometry can be very laborious
and time consuming. Such grids have to be orthogonal
and the domain discretiBation has to comply with the
flow field characteristics (boundary layers, shock waves
etc.). Consequently the generation time of a conventional grid for a complex geometry can be sometimes
as much as months. Furthermore, it is very difficult
to simulate the fine details of the configuration using
conventional grids.
On the other hand unstructured grids are much more
1

flexible in simulating complex geometries. The orthogonality requirement is relaxed in such grids and these
grids do not have to be mapped into a rectangular computational space. In addition, unstructured grids can
be adapted much easier then the conventional ones.
These features make unstructured grids very attractive
for CFD for complex geometries. The generation of unstructured grids can be done without much effort using
commercially available software such as IDEAS or PATRAN, for mildly complex configurations, or dedicated
software (Le, [4], [ 5 ] )for more complicated geometries.
The current work presents a development of a massively parallel solver for the compressible, viscous flow
over complex geometries. Section 2 describes the main
features of the algorithm. The implementation on a
massively parallel machine (CM-ZOO) is discussed in section 3 and the grid adaption is described in section 4.
Some results are given in section 5, and a performance
summary is provided in section 6.
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2.1

hexagonal, tetrahedral and prismatic cells, or any combination of the three.
The discretization scheme, a presented in Equation
2, requires two different data sets: cell based (the state
vector U, for example) and face based (the fluxes 6).
The connectivity between the two sets consists of two
face based address arrays pointing to the two cells on
the “left” and on the “right” of each face. The definition
of left and right is associated with the direction of the
face normal such that it points from the “left” cell to
the “right” (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: face to cell distances

The solution algorithm is based on marching the time
dependent Navier-Stokes equations from a given initial
2.3 Time integration
flow t o a steady state. The governing equations are
written in a control volume representation:
The temporal discretization of Equation 2 results in:

L

The dependent variable vector, U , consists of density,
three components of momentum and total energy. The
The time stepping is performed using a four stage
flux vector, f includes the three components of both Runge-Kutta scheme. The scheme used here is a full
inviscid and viscous contributions.
fourth order scheme given by:
Discretization of the governing equation is done by
UP) = U”
taking the average values of U in the space discretiaation cell and average fluxes through its faces. The avU(’) = U” alAtR(’)
eraging leads to the approximated equation for the cell
U(’) = U” azAtR(’)
(4)
c surrounded by N,- faces:
U(3) = U” +a3AtR(’)

+

+

where U, is the cell averaged state vector, l?k is the face where
averaged flux vector and A h , S k are the unit normal and
the area of the face k.
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The complete fourth order scheme has been chosen
over the compact form suggested by Jameson and Baker
The flowfield is discretized into an unstructured assem- [6]since it gives a higher convergence rate as shown in
bly of three dimensional cells. The program supports Figure 2.

2.2

Computational grid
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Evaluation of the state vector a t the faces using the
linear reconstruction procedure would result, generally,
in two different values of U for each face, corresponding
to the “left” and “right” cells reconstructions. The situation, at this stage, resembles thus the Riemann prohlem in which a membrane, separating between two different states, bursts. The flux evaluation is modified
next by using Roe’s approximate Riemann solver [9],
consisting of upwind biasing the fluxes.

LOG,dRl

2.5

Upwind Biasing
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The upwinding scheme is used to bias the relative weight
given to the two cells on both sides of a given face acFigure 2: comparison between the full 4th order Rung‘=- cording to the characteristic direction ofthe signal prop.
Kutta scheme and the compact one
agation from the face:
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The time step is calculated locally, based on the cell
size and the maximal value of the disturbance propagation speed from its faces. The local time stepping can
be switched off for time accurate computation. In such
cases the whole flowfield is marched forward using the
smalle.it time step found in the flow field.

(9)

The face related bias is calculated by [lo]:

bh=IAkl(U~-Uv)

(10)

where AI, is an approximated face based Jacobian matrix exhibiting Roe’s property [9].A is calculated based
upon the density ratio weirrhtina of the state vector in
the “left” and ‘‘right’’ cells (Roe averaging).
The matrix lAfl is obtained by decomposing the
approximated Jacobian into the eigenvalues and right
eigenvector matrices:

Piecewise linear reconstruction

- -

The flux calculation requires the evaluation of the state
vector at the faces. This is done by reconstructing a
cellwise linear spatial variation of state variables.
The $near reconstruction is done in two steps. First
a linearly interpolated state vector, U , is calculated at
the faces (see Figure 1):

Af = R-’AR

(11)

and replacing the eigenvalue m a t r i x , A, by 1A1 defined
a3 follows:

(5)
Next the cell centered gradients are calculated. The
gradients calculation is based on Gauss’ theorem:

”

”“

When assuming a constant value of VU inside a given
cell, and using the face interpolated values of U’, the
cell centered gradients are obtained by:

=

(

X2/4p
L‘?

+ p,

1x1 120
otherwise

(13)

Here p serves as a an eigenvalue limiter and its value
is taken in the range:

NI.

(VU), = V

0.1 5 p 5 0.3

U;AI,Sb
6=1

2.6

The cell centered gradients are used to evaluate the
face based state variables:

Boundary conditions

Application of boundary conditions on a massively parallel
computer has to be carried out with maximumeffiUI, = U, (VU)c 6r‘
(8)
ciency. At the stage of boundary conditions implemenwhere 6F is the vector from the cell center to the face tation only a small portion of the cells are “active” (the
center.
boundary cells) while the majority of the cells (interior

+
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cells) are idle rendering the massively parallel code inefficient if not done properly.
The emphasis in boundary conditions application in
the present method is, thus, on simplicity which transnirr T
lates into essentially a “zero cpu time” requirement for
the stage at which only the boundary cells are active.
LEFT
The “zero cpu time” stage is followed by upwind biasing
GET
,“X
the boundary faces value. The upwinding is, however,
applied simultaneously to all the faces in the flow field
(boundary and interior) so it does not diminish the efficiency of the parallel process.
Figure 3: Schematic description of the G E T instruction
The implementation of the boundary condition is
done by constructing hypothetical ghost cells on the
SOURCE
outer sides of the boundaries. The values of the flow
properties in these ghost cells are determined by a simple substitution of the known values of the corresponding boundary cell according to the type of boundary
under consideration:

Solid boundary - opposite direction of momentum, compared to the corresponding boundary cell,
and the same values of density and energy. This implies zero momentum (velocity) on the solid bound-

SEND-ADD

.
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Far field - undisturbed values of density, momentum and energy are assigned to the ghost cells. It 3.1 Communication and Data Transfer
is important to note that the application of the upwind biasing to this boundary renders the far field The inter-processor communication is invoked to transfer data between the cells and the faces. The co’mmuniboundary nonreflective.
cation is handled by the G E T and SEND-WITH-ADDS
instructions
which are responsible for getting the data
Out flow - the values of U assigned to the ghost
cells are equal the ones of the boundary cells zero- from the cells to the corresponding faces (GET - Figing the gradients normal to the outflow boundary. ure 3) and collecting the sum of the data on the faces
surrounding a given cell into a cell related array (SENDSymmetry plane - can be chosen along constant WITH-ADDS - Figure 4).
The cell-faces communication path (ADDRESS array
x, y or z. The ghost cell values consist of the same
scalar properties (density and energy) and mirrored in Figures 3 and 4) is established by LEFT and RIGHT
values of the momentum vector, as compared to the connectivity arrays (see Section 2.2). Using this type
of connectivity makes the code very flexible in terms
boundary faces.
of the geometrical shape of the finite volume cells (all
faces around any polygonal cell would have exactly two
Massively parallel implemen- adjacent cell, regardless of the number of faces per cell).

tation
4

The code has been written in FORTRAN 90 and executed on a data parallel machine (CM-ZOO) and on the
CM-5. The cell related data (such as the values of U )
as well as the face related data (i.e. @) are distributed
among the virtual processors such that each processor
“represents” an individual cell or face. A single instruction applied to all cells (or faces) is being performed
simultaneously, reducing the total turnaround time.

L

Grid adaption

The computational grid in the current work can be
adapted according to the computed flow field. The grid
adaption enables starting a specific run with a relatively
coarse grid and then refining it in the high error regions,
reducing the overall error without paying the price of
running initially with a fine grid and a large number of
cells.
v
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The grid adaption process consists of two main steps.
First the cells in which the error indicator is large
enough are flagged and then these cells are split, refining the grid in the high error regions.

4.1

.

Faace nagging

Momenom jump
* Cell-size weighted

o

Error indicator evaluation

..

Right Cell Splitting

Find opparitc Face
The error indicator chosen in this work is based on the
Add New Nodes
momentum gradient normal to the faces. This indicator
Calculate NcwlOld Cell Geometry
gives better results then other variables proposed in the
n
literature (i. e. total stress [ll] density [12] or entropy
gradients).
The advantage of using momentum gradients as an error indicator is twofold: first it is readily available in the
code (as a dependent flow variable) so no time needs to
be spent on its computation, and second, it “highlights”
Figure 5 : Basic cell refinement procedure
the appropriate computational cells whether they reside
along a shock wave, inside a boundary layer or along a
free shear layer.
4.2 Adaption procedure
The momentumgradient is computed in the direction
normal to the faces by:
The basic procedure of the grid refinement is described
in Figure 5. Each face which has error indicator above
the threshold value causes its two corresponding cells
(left and right) to be split into two “halves”. As shown
The distances di and d, are defined in Figure 1.
in Figure 5, first the “right” cell is considered, the opFurther modification to the error indicator equation posite to the flagged face is identified and new nodes are
is done by altering the power of the characteristic dis- added halfway between the nodes of the flagged face and
tance, d, in the right hand side of Equation 15. The the opposite. The “new” cell’s geometry is calculated
purpose of this is to give more weight to the yet unre- and the “old” one’s is modified. The same procedure is
fined cells in the flow field smoothing out the adaption then repeated for the ‘9eft” cell.
pattern. So the expression used to compute the momenThe scheme suggested here creates a directional adaptum gradients is:
tion pattern. The refined cells get stretched in the direction normal to the flow gradients increasing the acvn ( p f ) = AI,
dX
curacy and the resolution of the solution.
Special care is taken, during the grid adaption, t o
where A,, = ( . ) I - (.),. Experimenting with grid adap- maintain the smoothness of the grid. This is done
tion for different problem types has shown that good
by preventing the creation of multiply partial faces
results (i.e. shock , as well as boundary layer captur(MPFs). An example of such faces is given in Figure
ing) are obtained for k in the range:
6. Faces f l trough f4, in this figure, are multiply partial
when cell C1 in considered. Multiply partial faces make
0. 5 k 5 0.4
the grid unsmooth and increase the complexity of the
The value for the error indicator is taken as the ab- adaption procedure.
solute value of the vector quantity given in Equation
16:
E = IVn(pf)I
(17)

P-7-
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(~f)

B

The error indicator threshold, above which the faces
flagged for adaption, is determined based on its distribution density [13]. The threshold value is given by:
Eth

=

+Y

c3

(UE)

(18)

where E and UE are the average value of the error indicator and its standard deviation. The coefficient multiplying the standard deviation, 7,is user defined.

c4

cs

Figure 6: an example of multiply partial faces
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Results

5
5.1

Laminar boundary layer

\

This case was used to examine the interaction between
the grid shape and the viscous terms of the governing
equations.
Three level of grid fines have been used to perform
grid convergence. These grids consist of cell sizes of
0.25 (gridl), 0.17 (gridl) and 0.125 (grid3) of the local
thickness of the boundary layer at the location where
the results are presented (x = l m , 0.5m from the plate
leading edge). Slices of the three grids are presented
at Figure 9. The runs were performed at Machz0.3,
Re=2,000 which results in boundary layer thickness of
approximately 0.1 at x = l .
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Figure 7: Schematic description of the adaption detour
path

In order to avoid creation of MPFs the adaption procedure takes a “detour” whenever splitting a cell would
result in MPF. A schematic description of the detour
path is given in Figure 7.

An example of an adapted grid is given in Figure 8
which shows the adapted grid obtained after 900 time
steps for supersonic flow (M=2.5) over a sharp wedge
(Re = 10,000). As can be seen the grid is adapted
around the oblique shock wave and the boundary layer.
A closer look into the refined grid, Figure 8, shows the
nonisotropy of the adaption method used here. While
the refined boundary layer cells are highly stretched in
the flow direction the shock wave cell pattern is aligned
in the direction of the oblique shock.
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Figure 9: Slices of the three boundary layer grids

o m

Figure 8: flow on a wedge M z 2 . 5 - adapted grid

Figure 10: Computed nondimensional boundary layer
velocity, as compare to the exact (Blasius) solution
(M=0.3, Re=2000).
v
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The computed nondimensional velocity in the three
grids is presented in Figure 10 as a function of the
nondimensional distance from the wall, 7. As can be
seen the results match the theory for grid 2 and 3. I t
should be noted that this excellent agreement is obtained with relatively few cells inside the boundary
layer.
The results of the laminar boundary layer example
also show that good evaluation of viscous flows is possible without using special grid geometry as was suggested
is several reports ([14], [15],[16]).

5.2

Two dimensional airfoil

Transonic airfoil solutions have also been obtained using
the RAE2822 airfoil. Figure 11 shows the pressure coefficient distribution on the airfoilsurface at Mach=0.725,
a = 2.92'. As can be seen the agreement between the
experiment [17] and the present computational method
is reasonable.
The shock wave location is obtained with good agreement to the experimental data. The differences between
the computed results and the experiments (next to the
lower side of the trailing edge and along the front part
of the pressure side) are believed to stem from the lack
of turbulence in the code.

*
?
.

Figure 12: convergence history for RAE2822, M=.725,
a = 2.92'
The adapted grid obtained in this computation is
presented in Figure 13. The grid refinement in the
high gradient regions is evident as well as the different natures of the refined regions: elongated cells inside
the boundary layer, and isotropic cells near the leading
edge.
0.60
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4.20

Figure 13: RAE2822 adapted grid
0.w

0.u

0.80
I-

Figure ll: RAE2822 c p distribution,
Mach=.725, Re=5 x 10'
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= 2.92',

5.3

Three dimensional

760

sharp edge

delta wing
The grid used in this case is tetrahedral, consisting of
11,000 cells and the simulated flow is subsonic (M=0.4).
Figure 14 shows the normal force coefficient as a function of the angle of attack as compared to Polhamus'
leading edge suction analogy [18]. As can be seen the
normal force coefficients converge t o a value close t o
the one predicted by Polhamus. Visualization of the

The initial computational grid for this case consists
of 5074 cells. During the run the grid is adapted seven
times resulting in a final grid with 20,799 cells. The
convergence history is presented in Figure 12. The
adaption steps are evident in this figure by the relatively
high values of residual arising from the fact that the flow
field has to adjust itself t o the newly adapted grid.
v
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introduced in this report were generated using the commercially available IDEAS package. The code uses a full
fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme t o enhance the convergence, as compared to the compact four stage scheme
which is popular in time marching solvers.
A unique approach has been taken in grid adaption.
The grid is refined in high momentum gradient regions
and the refinement is being done in a direction normal to
the local gradient by flagging the faces across which the
gradient high highest and splitting the corresponding
cells in “parallel” to the highlighted faces. The solid
surface is reconstructed during the adaption by using
ow
second order interpolation between neighboring
nodes
.
Alpha
whenever new surface node is added to the grid.
Figure 14: Normal force coefficient on a 76’ delta wing
The results obtained so far show aood
- aareement with
analvtic solution for flat d a t e boundarv laver and exresultant flow field shows the well defined leading edge perimental results over transonic airfoil (RAE2822). A
resonable agreement with prediction method is also obvortices in accordance with the experimental results.
tained for three dimensional flow over delta wing at high
angles of attack.
Future runs are planned on more complex three di6 Performance
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